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TAC KLING A PROBLEM OF PRACTICE IN LITERACY EDUCATION

TAFFY

E.

RAPHAEL, GUEST EDITOR

Book Club: Tackling a Problem
of Practice in Literacy Education
e live in challenging times. Our
lem of practice my colleagues and I took on in
students are growing up in a world
creating and implementing Book Club Plus in
in which they must be able to
classrooms from preschool through middle
think independently and critically
school. Our goal was to create a conceptual
in order to understand themselves and their place
framework to guide teachers' thoughts and
within a diverse and often confusing world. We
actions in literacy education. The program was
also teach in challenging times, with many
created to meet three criteria: ( 1) guiding rather
stakeholders vying for control over curriculum
than prescribing; (2) addressing a common
and the methods we use to teach that curriculum.
problem in ways that are open to local adaptaIn literacy education especially, we find ourtion; and (3) reflecting current theory and
selves pulled between the importance of teaching
research on the teaching and learning of literacy
higher order thinking strategies and skills and the
(Raphael, Florio-Ruane, & George, in press).
emphasis on "basics" related to knowing the
The Book Club program was initially concode. We work with students diverse in their
ceived to address the problem that students who
linguistic, economic, and cultural backgrounds
struggled in reading often never had the opportu- and in their reading levels and ownership of
nity to engage with books written at their
literacy. Not all students love to read. Not all
interest/age level. For example, a third grader
students want to read. Not all students enthusiasreading a year or two below grade level might be
tically engage in
taught with materials at his or her
(T)he original Book Club
schooling. Not all stuinstructional reading level (perdents in a classroom read program was designed to
haps P or grade 1), but the content
at the same level. How
that appeals to a third grader is
create opportunities for all
do we meet the needs of
quite different from what enstudents, even those students
all children, and do so in
gages a typical first-grade child.
not reading at grade level, to
a way that leads them to
Even children who begin to
engage in age-appropriate
lifelong literacy, higher
make a year's progress in reading
order and critical thinking, materials.
from that point onward may
and successful engagement
continue through school never
with a range of texts for a range of purposes?
engaging with texts written at a level their peers
Those of us in the classroom - teachers and
are reading and talking about each day. In middle
instructional researchers - understand that
school a child's skills may kick in to the point
teachers cannot choose between important,
where he or she is now able to read age-approthough disparate, goals. Reading and language
priate materials independently, but the child
arts teachers must teach reading, writing, lanwould still likely be two or more years behind
guage, and literature with materials that are
his or her peers in experiences of thinking about
such texts. So, the original Book Club program
appropriate to students' ages as well as to their
was designed to create opportunities for all
reading levels. And they must do it all within a
students, even those students not reading at
limited period of time, anywhere from 60 to 120
grade level, to engage in age-appropriate materiminutes per day. Such a situation was the prob-
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(3) school-based literacy education should
als. It was not designed to replace reading-level
prepare students to live and work in a diverse
instruction but, instead, to supplement it with
society.
necessary experiences typically lacking in the
reading program for children who were behind.
Language is fundamental to thinking
In 1997, a group of teacher researchers deBook Club was designed to support students as
cided to take on a second problem of practice
they read, write in response to, and talk about
that revealed itself in Book Club classrooms. The
texts that are appropriate for their age group. The
teachers found that their students were, in esteachers' commitment is to insure that students
sence, experiencing two different reading
have access to these
programs during the
texts through reading
school day: one typically
aloud, partner reading,
Our national educational goal is
centered on a commerhome reading in adnot simply to have all students
cial reading program
vance of a school
with lessons designed to
decode successfully by the end of
activity based on the
teach reading skills
third grade. It is for all students to
book, support from the
using instructional-level
reach high levels of literacy by the
ESL or special educamaterials and the other
tion teacher, support
end of third grade.
was their Book Club
from para-professionals,
experience. The message
and other activities. If
was a confusing one:
one believes, as those of us who developed Book
which "counted" as "real" reading? We decided
Club do, that language use is fundamental to
to expand Book Club to build in a Literacy Block
thinking, activities in connection with agethat included guided reading. Thus, the Book
appropriate texts are no small matter in the
Club book that students read, wrote about, and
intellectual development of a child or adolescent.
discussed continued to be a text selected because
Language often leads literacy development.
it raised interesting issues for students at their
Thus, the language development that grows out
age level. The teachers continued to be commitof reading, hearing, writing about, and discussted to giving all students access to that text so
ing challenging texts is crucial to educating our
they could fully participate. On the other hand,
students to become highly literate. Our national
the Literacy Block materials were thematically
educational goal is not simply to have all sturelated to the Book Club selections but were
dents decode successfully by the end of third
written at the students' instructional reading
grade. It is for all students to reach high levels of
levels. By combining these two facets, teachers
literacy by the end of third grade. Our programs
were able to meet their dual obligations of
must operate to achieve that goal and to continue
teaching all students the skills and strategies they
promoting the literate thinking and learning of
needed using texts appropriate to their reading
children throughout their school years.
level and also teaching all students the higher
order thinking skills that develop from grappling
Literature is the disciplinary content
with issues in books written for their age level
of the reading program
(see Raphael, Florio-Ruane, & George, in press;
Book Club was designed with literature at its
Raphael, Florio-Ruane, Kehus, George, Hasty, &
core. Many in the area of literacy instruction
Highfield, 2001, for more details).
have talked of how important literature is for
motivating students to read, and those of us
Guiding Principles Underlying Book Club
within the Book Club development group firmly
The Book Club Plus framework was built on
agree. However, literature is more than a source
three guiding principles: (1) language is fundaof motivation; it is the disciplinary content of our
mental to thinking, (2) literature is the
literacy curriculum. The mathematics curriculum
disciplinary content of the reading program, and
is easily defined in terms of geometry, trigonom-
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etry, statistical analysis, and so forth. Social
studies has the disciplinary content of, for example, economics, geography, and history. Think
of science, and content including biology, physics, and chemistry come to mind. But when
asked about the disciplinary content of literacy,
teachers are often perplexed. Is it simply a
process comprised of comprehension, decoding,
and composing?
We have written elsewhere (see Raphael, in
press; Raphael, Florio-Ruane, & George, in
press) that literacy's disciplinary base is literature, with literature being the accumulated
understandings of humanity. As such, literature is
a central vehicle for exploring who we are as
individuals, as a culture, and as a society.

Internet, which spreads rumors and half-truths as
quickly as it disseminates well-researched and
documented topical essays.

Literacy Teachers'
Professional Development

The Book Club and Book Club Plus frameworks were developed to achieve the goals and
principles outlined above. However, a key aspect
of their development is that they grew out of a
collaborative effort between university and
school-based teacher researchers. Since 1991
'
teachers in different inquiry groups have worked
together to refine and elaborate on the original
Book Club program described in The Reading
Teacher (Raphael & McMahon, 1994). From
1995 through 1997, members of the original
School-based literacy education should prepare
teacher research group added the idea of intestudents to live and work in a diverse society
grating the study of literacy, literature, and
If we acknowledge that literature is both a
content area subjects. Members of the literary
mirror reflecting our own lives and a window
circle
read, wrote in response to, and talked
into people, places, times, and cultures that we
about autobiographies and autobiomay not directly experience, it
graphical fiction, leading to a
becomes clear that the literacy
Book Club would not
shift in the thematic focus of
curriculum can be a powerful
exist as it does today
the program to the study of Our
tool. It can promote critical
without
the
contributions
Storied
Lives. If literature is the
thinking about ourselves and
of teacher researchers
recorded history of humanity,
our society. It can help stuthere is virtually no text that
over the past decade.
dents and teachers understand
cannot
be connected in some
that their own perspectives
way to the idea of the story of
are cultural and, therefore,
our
lives.
The
Book
Club Plus study group
limited and, in certain ways, different from
helped shape the curriculum so that Book Club
others with whom we share this planet. With our
and Literacy Block became linked through both
global economy and society and the challenges
theme and unit activities in which the students
arising from the multiple perspectives in the
engaged. This study group also created an asworld, it has never been more important for
sessment
system aligned with the program,
students to begin thinking about their own lives
which made evaluation of students' progress
at an early age as they connect to others in their
more visible throughout the program's activities.
immediate community as well as in the global
Thus, Book Club would not exist as it does
community.
today without the contributions of teacher reMoreover, to live and work effectively in this
searchers over the past decade. Books such as
diverse world, students must be able to reason
Book Club: Literacy Learning and Classroom
well, think critically, and engage with multiple
Talk (McMahon & Raphael, 1997) contain
sources of information. These sources range
chapters by teachers who expanded the program.
from poetry and fiction that reflect who we are to
Texts
such as Book Club: A Literature-Based
the newspaper and magazine accounts of world
Curriculum (Raphael, Pardo, Highfield, &
events as well as the edited and, to some degree,
McMahon, 1997) and Book Club for Middle
reviewed or even censored work that appears in
School (Raphael, Keh us, & Damphousse, 2001)
mainstream sources to sources such as the
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underscore the collaborations between university
and school-based teacher researchers. And this
issue of The Journal reflects the continuation of
teacher researchers who have adapted the Book
Club Plus framework to meet the needs of their
students.
The four articles included in this issue represent the tenets of Book Club Plus. They describe
research conducted by classroom teachers interested in problems of practice that they saw Book
Club as having the potential to address. Each
author describes his or her local adaptations of
the Book Club program, adaptations that preserve the integrity of the program while allowing
modifications to meet the needs of participating
students from kindergarten through middle
school. The contexts vary from an emergent
literacy program designed to promote motivation
and ownership among youngsters just beginning
to experience literacy to supporting the learning
of struggling readers, whether in second grade or
middle school. They span the school context
from required courses to an elective program for
avid readers. Clearly, Book Club is not predicated on a "one-size-fits-all" model. Yet, walking
into any of these classrooms, there is not a doubt

that what we are seeing is, in fact, Book Club.
All the contributors to this issue are completing their Master's Degree in Reading Instruction
at Oakland University in Rochester, Michigan.
Kristin Salna and Kelly Young took the Book
Club course that I taught, while Kelly Stalions
and Brock Stalions studied with Marcella Kehus,
one of my former doctoral students and a coauthor of Book Club in Middle School. The
master's degree program requirements allow
students to conduct a teacher research study but
do not require it (they may substitute coursework
for a project). All four of these teachers and
graduate students were committed to thoughtfully examining the ways in which Book Club
Plus could be adapted for their students, and all
four wanted to critically examine what happened
when they tried to do so. Their results are described in their contributions to this journal. As
you read the articles, please notice the importance of thematic connections among multiple
titles, the opportunity for students of all ages to
read and to write in response to their reading, the
opportunity for talk about text in both smallgroup and whole-class settings, and perhaps most
important, a clear place for formal instruction.
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